This major new book, Disconnected! Broken Links in Britain’s Rail
Policy by Chris Austin and Richard Faulkner onsiders the social
and economic impact of “Beeching” rail closures of the 1960s and
beyond and how, in the light of subsequent passenger demand
and line reopenings, the original decisions now appear seriously
flawed. Those closures left a lot of gaps in Britain’s railway network
and a legacy of inadequate capacity. The book considers which
lines Beeching and his successor should have kept, and what
lessons we can learn from the closures today. This book follows
the authors’ successful 2012 publication entitled Holding the
Line, which has been Railfuture’s largest selling third-party book.
Railfuture is able to offer this hardcover book at just £20 (including
post and packing), which is £5 off the recommended retail price
of £25. In addition, the profit on your purchase will contribute to
Railfuture’s campaigning.

www.railfuture.org.uk/shop/
How The
Railway
Works is an
ideal present
for someone
interested in the
railway and who
wants to know
more about
how Britain’s
uniquely
fragmented
railway works, in
an easy-to-read
book written by
Dan Harvey.
It covers a wide range of topics such as the
franchising system, the role of the different
train operators, passenger and freight, other
operators on the network, who owns the railway
infrastructure and how that is managed, the role
of the Government, Network Rail and statutory
organisations, regional bodies involved in the
railways, the rolling stock leasing companies,
and what happens in the event of an accident.
Railfuture is able to offer this hard cover book at
just £16, £4 off the recommended price of £20.
Price includes post and packing.

The Regional
Railways
Story By
Gordon
Pettitt and
Nicholas
Comfort was
published in
September
2015, and
describes
three
decades of
revival in
the fortunes
of regional rail services during sectorisation
and the 20 years of privatisation. Railfuture
is able to offer this hardback book at £22, an
£8 discount on the recommended price. Price
includes post and packing. Every purchase
will also support our campaigning.
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